
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FRENCH NEW WAVE

The French New Wave was a group of trailblazing directors who exploded onto the film in the late 's revolutionizing
cinematic conventions.

But it was more than the critical atmosphere and a shift in taste from carefully crafted historical dramas that
helped pave the way for the New Wave. Cahiers also included the "spiritual fathers" of the New Wave, Roger
Leenhardt and Jean-Pierre Melville, who both shot their first features in  Shortly after Truffaut's published list
appeared, Godard publicly declared that the New Wave was more exclusive and included only Truffaut,
Chabrol, Rivette, Rohmer and himself, stating that "Cahiers was the nucleus" of the movement. By contrast,
contemporary French cinema was a major disappointment to the New Wave group. To shoot inexpensively,
they followed the lead of the neorealists, shooting primarily on location, using new or lesser-known actors and
small production crews. Directors like Roberto Rossellini Rome, Open City and Vittorio de Sica The Bicycle
Thieves were going direct to the street for their inspiration, often using unprofessional actors in real locations.
They ignored the established hierarchy, focusing instead on the distinctive personal style and emotional truth
they saw in these films. Now he, Rohmer , Godard , Rivette , and Chabrol , were given the opportunity to
promote their favourite directors within the review and develop their theories. Effects that now seem either
trite or commonplace, such as a character stepping out of their role in order to address the audience directly ,
were radically innovative at the time. Throughout the world, cinema was seen as an important cultural
barometer, and it was not lost on the French that, while Japan and Italy were earning greater respect each year,
France was floundering. The first productions of these filmmakers, who included Lindsay Anderson , Tony
Richardson and Karel Reisz , were documentaries chronicling working-class life that had a freshness, energy
and modern satirical edge. The Cahiers assumption that only directors are worth listing inevitably excludes
women by minimizing the effects that the wide range of producers, editors, actors, art directors, writers,
cinematographers, and composers had on the amazing look, sound, and feel of these youthful films. I predict
that Neupert's work will immediately become the standard English-language reference on the French New
Wave. Most of these directors were born in the s and grew up in Paris, relating to how their viewers might be
experiencing life. Une Femme Est Une Femme, dir. Lang, whose later American films were generally felt by
most critics at the time to be inferior to his early masterpieces like Metropolis and M, was defended by the
Cahiers critics who pointed out that the expressive mise-en-scene of his German films had been interiorized in
the intense Film Noir dramas he was now making in Hollywood. Instead, most of the films that dealt with the
war and the Resistance seemed to be sentimentalized versions of what had really occured. Popular discourse
regularly referred to the film industry as a "fortress," a term that evoked patriotic hopes of storming this
contemporary Bastille, overthrowing the current regime, and radically dismantling the unfair conditions for
participation. For a younger generation born around , who would later make up most of the directors of the
New Wave, the cinema became the centre of their universe and a refuge from the harsh reality of the world
outside. It is the result of an unusual set of circumstances that enabled a dynamic group of young directors to
exploit a wide range of conditions that opened up incredible opportunities for inexpensive filmmaking in
Paris. The movement's founders believed firmly that each director was the auteur of each film, and that large
studios could not lay claim to a film's identity. First, while the importance of the Wave lies in its vast size,
with scores of firsttime directors suddenly getting to make feature films, the most significant participants are
really assumed to be the Cahiers critics-turned-directors, especially Chabrol, Godard, and Truffaut. Other
directors with a more realistic style, such as Julien Duvivier, Henri Decoin and Jacques Sigurd, were equally
disappointing; portraying a cynical view of contemporary society that was stylistically static and uninspired.
Just as one recognizes the vintage of a great wine by its body, color, and scent, one recognizes a nouvelle
vague film by its style. Similarly, they dismiss Henri Fabiani's Le bonheur est pour demain Happiness Comes
Tomorrow, as an artificial film that looks as if it were made by a sixteen-year old who had misunderstood
Soviet montage! American films were banned, and aside from German productions which consisted mainly of
imitations of Hollywood musical comedies and melodramatic propaganda movies, they only had access to the
odd French films that were produced during this four year period. Mainstream producers were condemned for
relying upon safe big-budget adaptations of historical novels, in lukewarm compromises between s French
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style and uninspired, run-of-the-mill Hollywood productions. New talent came on the scene with a sense of
confidence and purpose, trying to deliver the new stories and styles that might save the French cinema from
oldfashioned complacency. Through the process of judging the art of cinema, they began to think about what
it was that might make the medium special. Admittedly amateurish on some levels, their tales looked honest
and urgent, in contrast to costume dramas set in Stendhal's France. My initial assumption, however, is that the
New Wave is more than a list of people. As a result the new wave group had a great respect for directors like
D. For the purposes of this history, the New Wave should be seen as a large cinematic phenomenon that
includes the earliest signs of changes in the industry such as Vadim and Malle's films and the new Film Aid
rules ; the first successful new, younger directors and their films Chabrol, Truffaut, and Godard, among others
; the talented pool of bold producers, actors, editors, and cinematographers; but also the "wave" of first-time
directors, working hard to get their films finished and into domestic and international distribution. For
example, Chris Marker's La Jetee, considered by some to be at least a progenitor of the video essay , is made
solely out of a series of photographs. Although they admired many of the studio films being made at the time,
they also felt that most mainsteam cinema, especially in France, was not expressing human life, thought, and
emotion in a genuine way. During the occupation the Nazis had banned the import of American films. The
Cahiers chronicle is very helpful in providing one subjective compilation of people involved in making feature
films during this era, but it obviously has shortcomings. There was none of the frank honesty of Italian
neo-realism. The New Wave may have officially ended in , but while many observers continue to search for
other New Waves on the horizon, it proves just as fruitful to return attention to the scores of films that created
all the furor in the first place. They sung his praises in the pages of Cahiers, and helped to re-establish his
reputation as a cinematic visionary. The so-called Left Bank Group warrants its own book-length study to
reinvestigate the production, reception, and narrative strategies of Resnais, Varda, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Chris
Marker, and Jacques Demy in particular. Several of the directors, such as Edgar Morin, worked exclusively in
documentary, and others on the list, including Michel Fermaud and Henri Torrent, had only so far been
codirectors. Some critics, however, localize the New Wave so much in specific auteurs that every film ever
shot by people like Rohmer, Truffaut, or Godard counts as nouvelle vague: once a "waver" always a "waver,"
according to some spectators and historians.


